Confinement of electrons in graphene to make devices has proven to be a challenging task. Electrostatic methods fail because of Klein tunneling, while etching into nanoribbons requires extreme control of edge terminations, and bottom-up approaches are limited in size to a few nm. Fortunately, its mechanical flexibility raises the possibility of using strain to alter graphene's properties and create novel straintronic devices.
using the Si wafer as a gate electrode. Charge transport is measured in perpendicular and parallel directions with respect to the fold axis orientation. Remarkably, measurements carried out with a perpendicular incident current exhibit single-electron charging and Coulomb blockade features, clear signs of charge confinement. Observed quantum level spacings and charging energies reveal the confinement to occur in regions of dimensions of the strainedfold width, indicating that the fold acts as a finite length one-dimensional (1D) quantum wire, likely broken into several shorter conducting segments by disorder. Experimental observations are in agreement with theoretical calculations that model the behavior in terms of a strain-induced pseudomagnetic field 18, 23 which creates barriers confining electrons to nanoscale channels. Transport with parallel incident current reveals sharp structures reminiscent of Fano-like features, 33 suggesting interference between conduction paths entirely within the graphene sheet, and states bound in the deformed region.
In addition to confining electrons to one dimension, the pseudomagnetic field is predicted to filter electrons from individual valleys. 23 We show the filtering depends on the incident angle of the incoming current, a unique feature that will enable the realization of valleytronic devices 23, [34] [35] [36] by appropriate design of fold geometries. As the incidence angle can be controlled experimentally, a linearly strained graphene device such as the one reported in this work, can potentially serve as a valley filter for valleytronics applications.
Figure 1a-c shows the typical device geometry. Devices are fabricated using Elvacite polymer layers and dry transfer to encapsulate graphene between hBN layers. 37 Figure 1a shows a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image of a graphene flake with a linear strain (dark line) in the center after its dry-transfer to hBN. The cyan dashed outline encloses the graphene area later made into a device via etching. We distinguish two types of isolated folds (Supporting Information section 1). 26 Type I is characterized by approximately Gaussian shapes with heights -measured by atomic force microscopy-between 10 to 20 nm, while
Type II exhibits a flat-plateau geometry with reduced heights between 2 to 5 nm. It is likely that Type II folds result from Type I bent laterally to contact the graphene sheet.
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Following fold identification, a top BN layer is added to encapsulate the graphene (Fig. 1b) .
Four electrical contacts are fabricated by an edge contact technique 37 on the four sides of the BN/graphene/BN sandwich structure (Fig. 1b inset) . A colorized SEM image of a device is shown in Fig. 1c , consisting of the encapsulated graphene (blue region) and electrical contacts (yellow regions) with a red dashed line indicating the location of the linear strain.
Graphene sheet contacts are labeled G1 and G2, while nanowire contacts (as well as the top sides of the sheet) are labeled N1 and N2. The linear strain is located at the device center.
To study the electronic transport properties of the system, we first measure dI/dV using the setup shown in Fig. 1c , with perpendicular current flow, i.e. between contacts G1 and G2, while floating contacts N1 and N2. The experiment is performed using a lock-in amplifier with a source-drain dc voltage (V sd ) applied to G1 in addition to a small ac bias (dV ) voltage.
The ac current (dI) is measured vs. V sd and gate voltage V g applied to the Si back gate. Fig. 2c , (see e.g. Abulizi et al. 41 ) is therefore consistent with a distorted or disordered fold extended along the sample between contacts N1 and N2.
We now turn to measurements with parallel incident current. Fig. 2e shows the conductance versus V g that is finite for the voltage range explored with no Coulomb peaks observed for this flow direction. This is consistent with the large resistance ratio between the quantum wire and flat sheet regions so that the bulk of the current flows through the flat regions.
The fold is detected however, by its effects on the transverse resistance R xy = V xy /I versus V g (where I is the current in the direction parallel to the fold). The measurement setup is shown in the right inset of Fig. 2f , with current passed through contacts N1 and N2 and
voltage V xy measured across G1 and G2. Transverse resistance data taken at T = 1.5 K shows small oscillations superimposed on large jumps that can be attributed to contributions from the confined states in the fold region and extended states in the graphene layer.
The increased sensitivity of the transverse measurement to the presence of the finite size Taken together, the observed quantum levels and Fabry-Perot resonances show that the folds act as quantum wires and waveguides. While the structure of the folds is unknown after the capping BN layer is added, we confirmed that the initial folds are necessary to observe the electron confinement behavior. The stress associated with being placed between two layers with van der Waals adhesion forces could distort the initial fold shape, for example changing a type I structure to a type II, and Coulomb oscillations persist enhancing the strain and maximum curvature of the folds (see Supplemental Information, section 4). To gain insight into the origin of these features, we consider a model with a strained out-ofplane deformation depicted in Fig. 4a , which should be appropriate for modeling any sharp crease in graphene. We consider the in-plane displacement (expected from the mismatch with the hBN lattice) to be negligible as compared to the out of plane displacement. Due to the strong in-plane boding of carbons it is expected that the strain does not produce lattice defects. 44 Nevertheless, it is well established that strain strongly modifies the local density of states, giving rise to localized states in deformed regions. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] 30 At low energies, the electron dynamics are described via a massless Dirac equation, with strain producing an effective pseudo-vector potential. In the valley isotropic basis (ψ KA , ψ KB , −ψ K B , ψ K A ), (A, B denote the two-atom basis), the Hamiltonian is: 18, 20, 21, 23 
Here, K, K labels the two valleys, σ is the Pauli matrix vector, and p the momentum. The
, where u i,j and h are in-plane and out-of-plane displacements, respectively and determine the pseudo-vector potential:
where a ≈ 1.42Å, β ≈ 3, predicted within a ∼ 20% range of variation, 45 andx (ŷ) is along the zigzag (armchair) direction. 21 A Gaussian-shaped fold is represented by h(y) = h 0 e −y 2 /b 2 , with height h 0 and width b as shown in Fig. 4a . The corresponding pseudo-vector potential is
where
, and g(z) = 2z 2 e −2z 2 . Fig. 4b shows the inhomogeneous amplitude of the pseudo-vector potential (blue) and its corresponding pseudomagnetic field
Scattered and bound states are obtained with scattering matrix methods applied to incident states with energy E and wave vector k related by:
where θ is measured with respect to the zigzag crystalline direction. Inside the
appropriate values of E, k x and A x , q y can become imaginary and render zero transmission. Fig. 4c shows the transmission spectra through a fold along the zigzag direction for valley K (results for K are mirror symmetric and not shown). Inside the original Dirac cone, the bright colored region represents non-zero transmission scattering states that fades as q y → 0 and becomes zero for imaginary q y (blue region). At low energies (E 0.3 eV), transmission is almost forbidden for all incident angles, indicating a highly reflecting fold (see Fig. 4c inset). Valley polarization is optimized for incident angles less (greater) than θ ∼ π/2 with respect to zigzag orientation, i.e., for orientations closer to armchair directions.
